iTek Packz and Veepee Graphic
Solutions create stunning calendars
in flexo with new Cyrel® EASY R plates
Background
Printing calendars has always been in the realm of sheetfed
offset process. DuPont’s drive to push the flexo print process
further made the company to explore printing its annual
calendar using flexography with its new DuPont™ Cyrel® EASY
R plates family. DuPont collaborated with two of its long-term
partners in India – iTek Packz (convertor) and Veepee Graphic
Solutions (trade shop) to produce desk calendars using
flexography.
Veepee Graphic Solutions is among the top flexo platemaking
trade shops in India. Veepee is a process-oriented pre-press
house with SOPs for each process. The flexo pre-press
specialist has been a DuPont customer since 1998. “We
have been DuPont loyalists for over two decades,” says
P Jaichandra, managing director at Veepee, which recently
installed DuPont™ Cyrel® FAST 2000TD solvent-less, thermal
processor and also rolled out DuPont’s new Cyrel® EASY EFXR
thermal flexo plates.
iTek Packz has been constantly pushing the boundaries of
flexo print process as a printer/convertor. Gopi Ballarwad,
business partner, iTek Packz, explains, “While the cartons
we send for awards do have embellishments, it’s our ability
to produce halftone and dot quality that has earned us the
recognition at the Flexographic Technical Association (FTA)
Awards, USA, for three consecutive years.”
For the flexo calendar project, the two companies with their
combined know–how displayed why flexo as a print process
is a technology to reckon with.

Challenge
The 2021 calendar theme was ‘Dances of the World’
Images were chosen based on aesthetics, printability
and global appeal. “This was not like a regular job for
us”, says Jaichandra. “The design planned had quite a few
embellishments. With a normal four-color print anyone can
make the calendar look different or, I’d even say outstanding.
But here we focused on complementing the images through
embellishments without compromising on their look
and feel.”

The design and prepress took a good one month from the
day Veepee received the images from DuPont till the first
final print. Every single image was individually worked upon.
Jaichandra says, “We were given a freehand to decide what
exactly we wanted for the images.”

Solution
Veepee began with profiling the press for a specific virgin
board substrate. “We had done the profiling of the press and
the substrate for the past two calendars, but then DuPont
wanted to print 2021 calendars with the newly launched
Cyrel® EASY EFXR plates. Hence, we created a new profile,”
adds Jaichandra.
From the design files to working on imaging software, the
separations were accurately generated, including a complex
white color. “We produced the plate with a screening of
150 lpi to create the finest image reproduction. We played
around with varnishes, overcoating and foil,” explains
Jaichandra.

The 16-page calendar was printed by iTek Packz on virgin
board, seven-color flexo printing – CMYK plus orange, green,
violet (OGV) and white. Each of the calendar pages were
decorated with different embellishments like cast and cure,
texture, gloss and matte varnish, foil and drip off.
Ballarwad explains, “Every page was treated with a different
set of embellishments depending on how the design had to
be accentuated. For example, the first month, January 2021
has Bharatanatyam dance as the theme. It has a silver foil,
CMYK, OGV plus white, drip-off and gloss varnish. The white
here is used uniquely. It is printed such that it gives the image
additional opacity where required in the design.”
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Result
Cyrel® EASY EFXR plates were processed on the Cyrel® FAST
2000TD thermal processor. “When we did the fingerprint
using the substrate we found the ink lay with the Cyrel®
EASY EFXR plate was better than the solvent processed
plates which we usually consume. This was a pleasant
surprise because with the solvent plates we had to get into
the nitty-gritty of improving the ink lay. This was the first time
we didn’t have to do it,” remarks Jaichandra.
For iTek it was also the first time it was printing a job using
the new Cyrel® EASY EFXR plates. “Printing halftones with the
new plates was a new experience. We could produce highdensity print with very fine dots,” says Ballarwad, giving the
EFXR plates his stamp of approval.
Jaichandra, managing director, Veepee Graphic Solutions

Both Veepee and iTek have a common strategy – invest in
the right equipment and technology, harness it and get the
best out of it. The two Bengaluru-based companies and their
supplier, DuPont, have been working together to take flexo
print process a notch higher each time. The flexo printed
DuPont calendars are a result of such efforts, showcasing
flexo technology to be capable of competing in mono carton
or board printing which can open new avenues for the
industry.

For more information on DuPont™ Cyrel® or other
DuPont products, please visit our website.
cyrel.com
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